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ConFuzz—A Concurrency Fuzzer
Nischai Vinesh and M. Sethumadhavan
Abstract Concurrency bugs are as equally vulnerable as the bugs found in the
single-threaded programs and these bugs can be exploited using concurrency attacks.
Unfortunately, there is notmuch literature available in detecting various kinds of con-
currency issues in a multi-threaded program due to its complexity and uncertainty.
In this paper, we aim at detecting concurrency bugs by using directed evolutionary
fuzzing with the help of static analysis of the source code. Concurrency bug detec-
tion involves two main entities: an input and a particular thread execution order.
The evolutionary part of fuzzing will prefer inputs that involve memory access pat-
terns across threads (data flow interleaving) and thread ordering that disturb the data
dependence more and direct them to trigger concurrency bugs. This paper suggests
the idea of a concurrency fuzzer, which is first of its kind. We use a combination
of LLVM, Thread Sanitizer and fuzzing techniques to detect various concurrency
issues in an application. The source code of the application is statically analyzed for
various paths, from the different thread related function calls to the main function.
Every basic block in these paths are assigned a unique ID and a weight based on
the distance of the basic block from the thread function calls. These basic blocks are
instrumented to print their ID and weight upon execution. The knowledge about the
basic blocks in the sliced paths are used to generate new sets of inputs from the old
ones, thus covering even more basic blocks in the path and thereby increasing the
chances of hitting a concurrency warning. We use Thread Sanitizer present in the
LLVM compiler infrastructure to detect the concurrency bug warnings while execut-
ing each input. The inputs are directed to discover even new address locations with
possible concurrency issues. The system was tested on three simple multi-threaded
applications pigz, pbzip2, and pixz. The results show a quicker detection of unique
addresses in the application with possible concurrency issues.
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1 Introduction
The testing phase of any software development life cycle typically deals with check-
ing the different functionalities of the software or the application. It is done by either
manually testing the software or automated unit testing. Also, most of the software
takes input from outside the system. Even though basic sanity checks are made to
make sure proper inputs are passed to the application, an attacker can still craft inputs
in such a way that it can crash the system or can be used to exploit the system. The
external inputs to a system have always been an important attack vector. This is where
the significance of fuzzing comes into play. Fuzzing is a software testing technique,
initially developed to find implementation bugs usingmalformed or semi-malformed
inputs given to the software/application in an automatedway. Itwas further developed
to find bugs at an earlier stage before they turn into vulnerabilities.
There were many researches on finding and eliminating bugs in single-threaded
applications and there were variety of fuzzing techniques suggested for the same. As
the bugs in the single-threaded applications can be exploited, bugs in the concurrency
applications can also lead to concurrency attacks.With the increase in complexity and
size of programs, the increase in multi-threaded programs in the recent past has been
enormous. At the same time, there are not many studies on detecting concurrency
bugs in these multi-threaded applications.
With the increase in size and the usage of processing power by different applica-
tions and the implementation of multithreading for more efficiency, the concurrency
issues have become more prominent nowadays. Unlike generic memory corruption
bugs, concurrency bugs are hard to find mainly due to non-determinism of thread
scheduling. To add to the difficulty, the execution of the (multi-threaded) application
on a given input should also involve patterns that may lead to an unintended situation,
like use-after-free bug. Hence, the input (which triggers the concurrency bug) and
the particular thread execution order are very important in order to detect these kinds
of bugs. Though not many researches have been done to detect concurrency bugs,
most of those done have a focus on manually controlling the thread scheduling to
trigger a specific set of thread interleavings so that they will result in a concurrency
issue. But this approach has its own pros and cons. In the real-time application,
this particular set of thread interleavings may not occur in the specific order that it
was assumed and the interleavings happen in a non-deterministic way. So instead
of relying on controlling the thread interleavings, finding inputs that can trigger the
same concurrency issues are more significant in solving the concurrency bugs in a
multi-threaded application.
Finding such inputs, which takes a particular execution order, is not possible man-
ually and hence fuzzing is an obvious direction to look forward to. The fuzzing of
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single-threaded applications to find bugswas a huge success andmuch critical vulner-
ability were discovered with this technique. But fuzzing a multi-threaded application
blindly with random inputs and expecting it to hit a specific address with possible
concurrency issue is not a practical solution. In case of concurrency bugs, the fuzzing
technique has to be refined even more for very specific conditions. Instead of fuzzing
randomly, specific addresses in the applicationwith possible concurrency issues have
to be detected first and then modify the inputs in such a way that they hit these ini-
tially detected memory addresses. This way of fuzzing is known as directed fuzzing.
Source code analysis is the best and easy way of detecting all these significant mem-
ory addresses. Analyzing the application at binary level for this will not be feasible
for very large applications. Also, source code can give even more information like
the different paths frommain function to these memory addresses, distances of these
paths, etc.
LLVM [1] is a popular compiler infrastructure that provides various front end
and back end tools for analysis and optimizations. There are different sanitizer tools,
like Address sanitizer and Memory sanitizer in LLVM that performs analysis to find
vulnerabilities in the code. Out of all these sanitizers, the Thread Sanitizer [2] looks
apt for our purpose. TSAN gives runtime warnings about possible concurrency bugs
including data races, deadlocks, thread leaks, etc., for a specific input execution.
Combining these possibilities, we arrived at a research question, whether the
Thread Sanitizer in LLVM can be used to detect inputs that can trigger concurrency
bugs in an application and LLVM infrastructure to instrument source code of the
application to analyze the significant addresses and the input execution. LLVM can
also be used to help generate more inputs that execute the paths to the initially
detected significant memory addresses and trigger a concurrency bug.
2 Overview
This paper is divided into two parts—the instrumentation phase and the fuzzing
phase. The instrumentation phase consists of instrumenting the source code with a
custom LLVM IR pass and Thread Sanitizer (TSAN) of LLVM. The source code
of the program is compiled into LLVM bitcode format and passed onto the custom
pass. The custom LLVM pass inserts instructions at IR level. This modified bitcode
file with instrumentations is recompiled along with thread sanitizer instrumentations
into an executable. Then the final instrumented executable and a set of seed input
files are passed to the fuzzing phase (Fig. 1).
In the fuzzing phase, the instrumented executable is run with the provided seed
inputs. The fuzzer gets information about the execution path during each input execu-
tion and generates a report based on that. The thread sanitizer also generates runtime
warning messages if any concurrency issues are detected. Based on these reports,
next generations of the inputs are created.
We propose a fuzzing technique that is both evolutionary and application-aware.
The source code analysis and instrumentation part of the system helps fuzzer in
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of overall system
understanding the information regarding the execution paths that lead to concur-
rency issues. It records all thread related function calls in the program and does a
backward slicing to record the various paths leading to the call sites. The instrumen-
tation pass takes care of loops and duplicate paths. The instrumentation also gives
out important information to improve the next generation of inputs at runtime. The
fuzzing component uses this information from the instrumentation phase to detect
concurrency bugs at runtime for each input execution and saves the inputs that trigger
it. The Fuzzer also generates specific number of new generation inputs using this
information and passes it to the instrumented executable. This is repeated for a spe-
cific number of times which is configurable in the Fuzzer’s config file. The Fuzzer
makes sure it reports only unique bugs.
3 Concurrency and Multithreading
Concurrency is the ability of a program to run more than one task at a time. This
allows for parallel execution of different tasks out of order, and the result would
still be the same as that of those executed in order. The concept of concurrency and
parallel processing in computing have become pervasive and critical because of the
enormous usage of multicore processors and deployment of large scale distributed
systems. Concurrent programs are written using threads and multiple threads are
defined to carry out various tasks in parallel. Writing, testing and debugging the
multi-threaded programs have continued to remain difficult since a long time and
this impediment has led to many vulnerabilities and bugs in the concurrent programs.
Addressing these challenges require advancements in many directions like concur-
rent program testing, concurrent program model design, concurrent bug detection,
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etc. Since concurrent programs exhibit more non-deterministic behavior, so do the
bugs found in the concurrent programs and non-deterministic bugs are much more
challenging when compared to normal bugs. Writing a bug-free concurrent program
requires the developers to keep track of all the patterns in the interleavings between
different threads that carry out concurrent tasks and the concurrently overlapping exe-
cutions of different execution threads that use the shared memory. Creating test cases
for all these scenarios and debugging a multi-threaded program execution makes it
a notoriously difficult task.
3.1 Concurrency Bugs and Attacks
Testing is a common practice to discover bugs in a software but the existing testing
techniques mainly focus on the sequential aspects of a program such as statement,
branches, etc. and cannot address concurrency aspects likemulti-thread interleavings
within a concurrent program [3]. The exponential interleaving space of concurrent
programs makes it even more challenging and exposing these concurrency bugs
require a bug-exposing input along with the bug-triggering execution interleaving.
Just as the errors in a sequential program can be exploited, concurrency errors can
also lead to a security exploit and thereby the possibility of using it to carry out a
concurrency attack, which can violate confidentiality, integrity, and availability of
the system. Deadlocks in a concurrent program are a major issue, but most of the
deadlocks can be avoided by the use of appropriate locks in the right places. Deadlock
occurs when two or more operations circularly wait for each other to release the
acquired resource and Datarace occurs when two conflicting accesses to one shared
variable are executed without proper synchronization. Almost all the non-deadlock
concurrency bugs can be classified into three main categories Atomicity violation,
Order violation, and others. A study on Concurrency Bugs [4] describes that out of
these three categories, atomicity and order violation constitutes the majority of the
existing concurrency issues. Atomicity violations are caused by concurrent execution
unexpectedly violating the atomicity of a certain code region. The order violations are
causedwhen the program is executed in anorder that does not follow the programmers
intended order. The programmers atomicity and order assumption while writing the
program could lead to most of these violations as the multi-threaded applications’
thread interleavings are completely non-deterministic and it is very difficult to capture
all these combinations. It is very common among the programmers to assume an order
but enforcing that order is difficult, sometimes they may even forget to do it where it
was possible. Most of these concurrency issues manifest due to the involvement of
very small number of threads, in most cases there are just two threads.
The main reason behind this finding is that even though there are hundreds of
threads used in a program, most threads do not closely interact with each other
and most of the thread interactions happen between two or very small number of
threads. Hence the vector space of concurrency issues can be reduced to a large
extent by considering those threads that interact or collaborate. It is very much
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evident from the CVE database [5] that the concurrency bugs can be used to carry out
a viable concurrency attack. A recent study [6] discusses and shows how the existing
concurrency errors can be exploited to carry out an attack. To carry out such attacks,
understanding and reproducing the concurrency errors produces a challenge due to
its non-deterministic nature. The ability to exploit a concurrency bug depends on the
vulnerability window. The Vulnerability Window is the size of the timing window
within which the error may occur. The vulnerability window can be measured in
terms of human time, disk access time and memory access time. An attacker using
carefully crafted inputs can extend this vulnerability window to effectively carry out
the concurrency attack. In some cases, these can be done using a sequence of UI
events and in some other, the attacker can re-run a command few times, possible
using a shell script. Exploiting the errors during the memory access time is more
difficult compared to the other two as the offending events should occur within small
timingwindows alongwith the hardware cache leases or CPU time slices being larger
than the timing windows masks the errors.
The current concurrency bug detectors are not mature enough as that of sequential
tools and most of the bug detectors and the defense techniques are created to serve
the sequential programs. These commonly used sequential defenses become unsafe
when applied to concurrent programs. Through ConFuzz, we are trying for the first
time to build a fuzzer that can detect concurrency bugs.
3.2 Fuzzing
Fuzzing is an automated way of software testing that involves providing invalid,
unexpected or random inputs to the program and trying to discover various issues
with the combinations of code and data along with the knowledge of protocols and
heuristics. It is used to detect exploitable bugs in the code and check for corner cases
by providing random inputs to check for crashes. Themost significant part of a fuzzer
is the ability to generate inputs that can trigger a bug or crash the application. The
first form of fuzzing was carried out by Barton Miller from University of Wiscosin,
Madison [7] by supplying random inputs to Unix utilities and then observing for
crashes. This resulted in the discovery of various exploitable vulnerabilities. Since
then the complexity of code has increased over the years and a set of random inputs
may not be enough to cover the application well enough to reach the deeply buried
bugs. Even though there have been lots of improvements in the field of testing, we
need more heuristics about the application for a fuzzer to be efficient.
A Fuzzing system mainly has three components—a generator, a delivery mecha-
nism, and a monitor. These components carry out the three major tasks in the process
of fuzzing. The generator is responsible for generating inputs, random, malformed
or crafted, which have to be passed on to the system under test. There are various
methods to generate inputs depending on the bugs that the fuzzer is trying to detect.
The passing of inputs to the system is handled by the delivery mechanism. The deliv-
ery mechanisms may vary depending on the target applications way of receiving the
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inputs. Once the application to be tested is run with the generated inputs, the monitor
will identify errors, bugs, and crashes. It also keeps track of the inputs that triggered
the bugs, type of inputs that can trigger the errors, code coverage and other general
statistics required for analysis and improvements.
Code coverage is one of the most important factors among the metrics that can be
used to evaluate a fuzzer. It specifies the amount of code within the application that is
tested. The higher the code coverage, the better the chances of finding vulnerabilities.
Input space is another factor to measure the capability of a fuzzer. It consists of
various combinations of inputs that the application accepts or that can be passed to
the testing application. The possibilities of such an input space is large and hence
different heuristics are used to constraint the space.
Many attack heuristics like buffer overflows, format string attacks, parse errors,
etc. can be used to find bugs easily. Since the various inputs within the generated
input space can be similar to each other, there is always a chance of the application
taking the same execution path that leads to a crash. Hence only unique crashes
need to be logged and the inputs that trigger duplicate crashes can be discarded. The
number of unique crashes found by a fuzzer can also be used as a factor to evaluate
fuzzer.
4 Design
The design of the concurrency fuzzer is divided into two parts, instrumenting the
application for coverage calculation and concurrencydetection, andgenerating inputs
and fuzzing the application. The first part of the system is instrumenting the appli-
cation. There are two types of instrumentations needed for the concurrency fuzzer.
First, the source code of application has to be converted into bitcode format so that
LLVM can apply the custom pass instrumentations at the IR level. Hence, all the
files are to be converted and combined into one single bitcode file using LLVM
tools. The custom LLVM pass, at the IR level, will find all paths from significant
thread related function call sites to the main function using backward slicing and
instrument each basic block within these paths. The thread related functions, which
need to be considered, could be provided through a config file. A rank is calculated
for each input based on the execution path that it takes. The application code also
needs to be instrumented with LLVM Thread Sanitizer for detecting concurrency
issues at runtime. We use TSAN warnings to detect and analyze concurrency issues
at runtime for each input. After both the instrumentations are complete, the final
bitcode file with instrumentations is to be converted into an executable. The fuzzing
part of the system does the major part in detection of possible concurrency issues. It
runs the instrumented application and reads the information output from the custom
pass instrumented codes. This information is used in ranking each input. The parents
for the next generation of inputs are considered based on this rank. The fuzzer also
reads and analyzes the warning messages thrown by the TSAN during each run.
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The input generation, a part of the fuzzing component, is mutation-based that
requires minimum number of seed inputs to start with. The seed inputs are initially
run and ranked to consider for creating the next generation of inputs.We use a similar
strategy as that of VUzzer [8] for randomly selecting bytes. Then the seeds are passed
to crossover function to generate new inputs and mutate them. The fuzzer monitors
each input execution for detection of concurrency issues and discovery of new basic
blocks within the analyzed paths to thread function call sites. These information are
used to optimize the generation of next set of inputs.
4.1 LLVM Custom Pass
The custom LLVM pass is a transformation module pass, which inserts a function
call at the specified target within a basic block. A separate C file with a custom
print function is compiled, converted to bitcode file and then combined with the
application bitcode file before any instrumentation is done. The print function accepts
two parameters and prints them into a file, which is later used to calculate the rank of
the input. The first parameter in the print function is an integer value, which will be
the unique ID assigned to the particular basic block, and the second is a float value,
which is the calculated weight of the basic block. The custom pass loops through
each instructions and looks for critical sections on the code, which are the specific
thread function calls (mutex lock/unlock, pthread lock/unlock, etc.) mentioned in the
ConFuzz’s config file, and creates a multi-linked-list of call traces from the function
call sites to the main function using backward slicing. Once all the different paths
are found, the basic blocks from the overlapping or repeated paths are avoided and
only the unique basic blocks are kept. Each unique basic block is assigned with an
ID and a Weight is calculated for it. The Weight of a basic block is based on how
far it is from the thread function call site. The farther the basic block, the lesser it’s
weight.Whenever an instrumented basic block is executed, the custom print function
is called and the respective ID and Weight are printed in file in the disk. After every
input execution, this file is read by the fuzzer to calculate the rank by summing up
the weights of basic blocks executed. The fuzzer also detects whether any new basic
block is executed from the previous executions and keeps track of it. A high-level
logic is explained in Fig. 2.
The custom pass takes care of loops of basic blocks within a function and loops
of functions within the module. Also, the pass is designed to print only unique basic
blocks to avoid overhead. The pass also skips TSAN related functions and function
calls as they may trigger false datarace warnings.
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Fig. 2 Algorithm of static analysis LLVM pass
4.2 LLVM Thread Sanitizer
As mentioned earlier, Thread Sanitizer is a LLVM tool to detect possible dataraces
during runtime. When application code is instrumented with TSAN, it adds many
TSAN related function calls into the source code to check for possible concurrency
issues upon the execution of the application. During the execution of the instru-
mented code, TSAN raises warning messages when it detects a possible datarace or
any other type of concurrency bugs. TSAN has the capability to detect many con-
currency related issues including dataraces, thread leaks, deadlocks and many more
by detecting shared memory accesses by two or more threads. It records information
about each memory accesses and checks whether the memory access participates in
a race. Each thread is instrumented to store its own timestamp and the timestamps for
other threads for synchronization purpose. Timestamps are incremented every time
a shared memory is accessed. By checking for the consistency of memory accesses
across threads, data races can be detected independent of the actual timing of the
access. Therefore, the Thread Sanitizer can detect races even if they didn’t manifest
during a particular run [9].
The concurrency fuzzer makes use of the TSANwarning messages to detect if the
input generated can trigger a datarace or not. It also givesmore priority for such inputs
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in the process of creating next-generation of inputs. There is a known slowdown of
5×–15× and a memory overhead of 5×–10× when running any application with
TSAN instrumentation.
4.3 Input Generation
Fuzzing a complex application and finding bugs, which can be found in the deeper
execution paths, is extremely difficult. It is even more difficult when it comes to
detecting concurrency bugs. To find such bugs, prior information of the program
structure is required and the inputs have to be crafted in such away that their execution
will reach the specific locations or follow specific input execution paths. There are
differentways of achieving this. Fuzzers likeAFLkeep track of basic blocks executed
and looks for inputs that explore new basic blocks with the help of a feedback loop.
It then mutates those bytes in the input that do not help in detecting new basic block
for better coverage. Symbolic/concolic execution is more efficient in finding those
offsets in the input that are to be mutated and with what value, but the overhead is too
high when it comes to large application. In case of fuzzing concurrency applications,
the shared memory address along with the execution path need to be known and the
inputs have to be directed towards it to have a chance of triggering the bug. Practically,
this is extremely difficult without a proper static analysis of the application’s source
code.
We propose a fuzzer that is designed to be application-aware. It uses an evolu-
tionary fuzzing strategy based on static analysis of the source code. The strategy is
mutation-based which makes use of valid seed inputs provided to mutate and gen-
erate a new set of inputs. It makes use of information about the memory locations
in the application that is shared by more than one thread and the different execution
paths towards them. This is done by looking for pthread related function calls in the
application and marking the basic blocks that contain the pthread related function
calls as important targets to fuzz. The focus is also given to inputs that explore new
paths within the previously gained set of execution paths.
The evolutionary fuzzing strategy starts with valid seed inputs that are mutated or
crossover multiple times. The magic bytes of the seed inputs are maintained as such
using the ConFuzzs config file so that the execution of input with the application does
not crash due to invalid format. The crossover technique selects two-parent inputs
and produces two children, while themutation technique transforms one parent into a
child. A combination of these two techniques, along with single or double crossover,
is used to improvise the input generation. Each input that is generated is passed to the
application to execute and are ranked based on its coverage of the recorded execution
paths towards the shared memory locations. These ranks are used when considering
parent inputs for the next generation of inputs. This process of execution, ranking,
input generation, and monitoring continues until a concurrency issue is found or till
a specified number of generations is over. This strategy is very similar to that of
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VUzzer [8], which also weighs basic blocks and use that information to better the
input generation.
5 Implementation
The implementation of the concurrency fuzzer and its different components are
explained in this section. We will also discuss the approaches that we considered
in implementing the fuzzer.
5.1 Instrumentation—Source Code Analysis
The implementation of concurrency fuzzer is divided into 2 parts. The first part
is to analyze the source code of the application to be fuzzed. Depending on each
application’s buildmethods and the structure, all files of the application are converted
into bitcode format using clang [10] emit-llvm and combine all bitcode files into one
single file using llvm-link. This final bitcode file will also contain the defined print
function that needs to be instrumented into the source code of the application. This
way of conversion is applicable only to those applications that have a final single
executable generated once it is built. In case of applications that generate multiple
executables or use other ways like shared objects, we have to tweak the process to suit
it or make use of the flto and llvm-gold plugin in the build scripts of the applications
to generate bitcode files automatically. This method will generate single/multiple
(according to the structure of the program) pre-codegen bitcode files before it creates
the final executable(s). Hence, we just have to use these pre-codegen bitcode files
and combine them together to make it a single final bitcode file to be instrumented.
5.2 LLVM IR Pass
Once the final bitcode file is ready, this file needs to be analyzed. Since the bitcode
file is in LLVM IR level, it is easy to analyze with the help of llvm defined functions
and properties. We wrote a custom llvm transformation module pass to analyze the
generated final bitcode file.
The pass will loop through all the functions and basic blocks of the module and
will look for specific function calls in the instructions list. This function calls can
be configured using a PassConfig.txt text file. The names of the functions can be
mentioned in this text file with a newline. If the file is empty or there is no file found
with this name, the pass will consider the default values mentioned in the code. In
our case, the function names will be thread related calls like pthread create(), pthread
join(), pthread mutext lock(), pthread mutex unlock(), etc. Once a particular function
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call site is found, the pass will do a backward slice of the program from the function
call site to the main function of the program. It records different paths separately in
a connected linked-list. Since the paths are dynamically added during the analysis
time, linked-list is preferred as each node of it can store the details of basic block
like the address, the parent function and unique id assigned to every unique basic
block. The pass looks out for loops at the instruction level, the basic block level,
and the function level and bypasses it when recording the sliced path. Once all the
sliced paths are found for every function mentioned in the PassConfig.txt, the unique
basic blocks in these paths are instrumented with a function call instruction to the
PrintID function. These basic blocks are also assignedwith a weight depending on its
distance from the thread function call. The nearest basic block will have a weight of
one, the next nearest will have 1/2, the next will have 1/3 and so on. These weights are
calculated in decimal values. The PrintID function takes two arguments, an integer
value, and a float value. The first integer value is the basic block ID, which is unique
for each basic block in the recorded sliced paths. The second argument is the weight
of the particular basic block. The PrintID will print these two values with a space
in between into a file, WeightID.txt, in the current path at runtime, whenever the
instrumented basic block is executed.
5.3 Fuzzing Technique
The second part of the implementation is the fuzzer.We used Python 2.7 to implement
the fuzzer. The fuzzer depends on two files, a config file, and the weightID.txt, to
fuzz the application. The values of the configurable variables are taken from the
config files by the fuzzer. The fuzzing technique can be divided into different steps
as follows:
Configuration: The configfile needs to be updatedwith proper values for the variables
defined in it, before the fuzzing process starts. The config file contains the variables
for the seed inputs folder path, generated inputs folder path, fuzzer log path, folder
path for TSAN warnings, number of generations to be created, total population size
to be maintained, percentage of best parents to be considered for creation of each
subsequent generation. The magic bytes that need to be skipped while randomizing
the input bytes can also be configured in the config file depending on the application
and the input file format the application supports.
Initialization:The fuzzer starts with verifyingwhether the configuration variables are
set properly. It also creates separate folders for keeping the inputs that explore new
paths and for those that triggers TSAN warning(s). The command-line arguments, if
any, for running the application needs to be defined in the fuzzer script itself.
Fuzzing: The fuzzer runs the instrumented application executable passed to it as
runtime argument with the input files in the seed input folder. This dry run is to
check if the application binary is working fine or not. Once the application is run
with all the seed inputs, the fuzzer ranks each input using the weightID.txt file. The
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rank of an input file is calculated as the total sum of the weights of the unique basic
blocks executed. This information is gathered from the weightID.txt, as the weights
of all basic blocks executedwill be printed into this file during runtime. It also records
how many unique basic blocks from within the sliced path are executed by reading
the IDs of the executed basic blocks from the weightID.txt file. Once all the seed
inputs are successfully executed with the application and the rankings of the inputs
done, the fuzzer starts creating the next generation of inputs from the seeds based on
their ranks. After the next generation is over, the fuzzer repeats the execution process
until the number of generations mentioned in the config file.
Check for TSAN warnings: Upon every execution of the instrumented application
binary, the fuzzer checks for any newly generated TSAN warning log files in the
TSAN log folder mentioned in the config file. Whenever there is a concurrency
issue, say a datarace, the thread sanitizer instrumented binary will generate a log
file at the specified path with the details of the concurrency bug. Hence the fuzzer
checks for such log files after the execution of each input file. The fuzzer reports the
concurrency bug to the console only if it is a unique one. There is a chance of thread
sanitizer warning about the same concurrency issue upon execution of application
binarywith different inputs.Hence the fuzzer has to check for uniqueTSANwarnings
by reading the TSAN log files for the addresses of significance and record the same
for comparisons in future.
Input Generation: The fuzzer uses a mutation-based evolutionary way of input gen-
eration. The approach is similar to the VUzzer’s [8] logic of input generation. A set
of parents is chosen based on elitism approach from the pool of inputs to create the
next generation of inputs. The parents are chosen based on their ranks, calculated
after the execution. There are different mutation and crossover operations defined
and the parents undergo mutation and crossover operations randomly chosen by the
mutation and crossover functions for creating new child input(s). The number of
magic bytes defined in the config file is maintained as such for every parent inputs
to avoid crash of the application due to invalid format. If an input triggers a TSAN
warning or explores a new basic block from the sliced paths, the input will be copied
to special folders and will be considered for each of the subsequent generations of
inputs.
Statistics collection: The fuzzer maintains a log file for each fuzzing run. It logs
information about the duration of fuzzing, number of files created for each generation
and time taken for creating them, time of execution of inputs, number of TSAN
warnings generated and the possible addresses which are vulnerable to concurrency
bug and time taken to trigger these warnings. The fuzzer also records the number of
basic blocks executed from the sliced path and logs if any input explores a new basic
block out of this recorded list. The special folders contain those inputs that triggered
the TSAN warnings and explored new basic blocks, which can be used to reproduce
the concurrency issue and produce a TSAN warning.
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6 Evaluation and Results
The evaluation of the concurrency fuzzing systemdone on three different applications
is discussed below. The applications are as follows:
1. pbzip2 [11] parallel bzip
2. pigz [12] parallel gzip
3. pixz [13] parallel xz.
The evaluationwas done by fuzzing these applications for a long time and for large
number of generations and then observing the logs. The selection of applications
had to be limited to open source (so that we could do the source code analysis),
comparatively small (so that it is easy to instrument) and multi-threaded (which uses
thread related functions) which takes a file as input. The application with known
concurrency issues like datarace would be even better for us to verify and discover
more bugs at the same time. The input file size also had to be kept as small as possible
to keep the fuzzing process effective, at the same timemaintaining theminimum input
size to trigger the parallel processing.
6.1 pbzip2-1.1.13
bzip/bzip2 [14] is an extensively used open-source compressing utility, which has
many advantages over other compressing applications. pbzip2 is the parallel version
of bzip2 that uses pthreads to parallelize the compressing process. It takes file(s)
as input and outputs compressed files compatible with bzip2. It uses thread related
function calls like pthread create, pthread mutex lock, pthread mutex unlock, pthread
condwait andmanymore. This makes it a right candidate for evaluating the ConFuzz
as it satisfies the conditions.
Experimentation
The application source code consists of mainly three files and it uses the bzlib library
to do the compression. Since bzip does not use threads,weneed not have to instrument
bzlib library. So the three main source code files are converted to bitcode files,
combined along with the bitcode file of printID into a single final bitcode file. All
these files were instrumented with thread sanitizer also. The final bitcode file is
passed to the custom IR pass for instrumentation. The instrumented final bitcode file
is converted into an executable.
We considered seven files of varied sizes, from 2 to 500 MB, as seed inputs, as it
was noticed that the dataraces were not triggered with smaller sized inputs. Hence
we wanted to use a combination of files with different sizes and different file types
like pdf, mp4, and text les. We have set the number of generations flag in ConFuzz
to 1000 and the population size flag per generation to 100. The other variables
in the ConFuzz’s config file for different folder paths were also set like log path
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for Thread sanitizer warnings, input folder path, folder path for inputs that trigger
concurrency issues and for inputs that explore new basic blocks during fuzzing. We
have also passed the following parameters to the binary so that it is optimized for
multithreading:
– b5: block size in 500k steps
– r: read complete file into RAM and split between the processors
– m500: Max memory usage of 500 mb
The output of each execution, which is a. bz2 compressed file, is removed before
the next execution, to save the disk space, as we are dealing with large-sized files for
fuzzing.
Results
The ConFuzz took more than 12 h to run 1000 generations. The tsan log files in the
log folder gives the details of all the concurrency issues found per input execution
and the ConFuzz log file gives information about the number of unique concurrency
issues and the time taken to find it. The total summary of the run is also provided at
the end of execution in the log file. There were 55 basic blocks instrumented in the
various sliced paths from different thread function call sites to the main function and
a total of 2197 basic blocks instrumented outside these sliced paths. Upon fuzzing,
56% of the basic blocks were executed from the sliced paths and around 23% of
basic blocks outside the sliced paths were executed on an average. ConFuzz detected
15 unique dataraces during the run.
We compared the results of ConFuzz with our own implementation of a dumb
fuzzer, which does not have any intelligence and just randomly changes the inputs
and fuzzes the given application. Even though the source code of this dumb fuzzer
is derived from ConFuzz, the logic of directed fuzzing by considering the executed
basic blocks from the sliced path and the rank calculation is removed and all the basic
blocks are instrumented evenly. The same inputs used in ConFuzz are also used for
dumb fuzzer with similar configurations. It was noticed that the dumb fuzzer also
found 13 unique dataraces in 6 min from the start of fuzzing, ConFuzz found 15
dataraces in 2 min and 10 s, which proves the efficiency of ConFuzz over the dumb
fuzzer.Wehave also noticed that themaximumnumber of basic blocks from the sliced
path is covered during the first few generations and they tend to remain constant for
the rest of the run.
6.2 pigz-2.3.4
gzip is another popular data compression programwith a superior compression ratio.
pigz is the parallel implementation of gzip that makes use of multiple processors and
multiple coreswhen compressing data. pigz also takes file(s) as input and outputs a .gz
compressed file and uses pthreads for multithreading, thus satisfying the conditions
of a right candidate to evaluate ConFuzz.
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Experimentation
Pigz has twelve files that have to be converted into bitcode files and combine them all
together with bitcode file of printID to form a single bitcode file. This final bitcode
file is passed to our custom IR pass for instrumentation and the output bitcode file
is converted to an executable. There were 466 basic blocks instrumented within the
various sliced paths from the pthread function call sites to the main function and
2731 basic blocks outside the sliced paths.
In this case also, we have considered seed inputs of comparatively large size, but
didn’t require as large as the inputs we used for pbzip2. We started with 5 inputs of
sizes from 1 mb and varied up to 5 mb consisting of image file, pdf, text file, and an
avi file. We have kept the ConFuzz configuration constant at 1000 generation with
100 population size. We did not pass any parameters while executing the binary, as
pigz will make use of the number of CPUs available by default.
Results
ConFuzz ran for more than 12 h. The ConFuzz log file reports a coverage of 21% of
the instrumented basic blocks within the sliced path and around 9% of basic blocks
outside the sliced path. ConFuzz could detect 44 unique dataraces and generated
more than 5000 TSAN warning files.
When we compared the results of ConFuzz with our own dumb fuzzer using the
same inputs, it was found that the dumb fuzzer also could detect 42 unique dataraces.
Thenumber of basic blocks coveredby thedumb fuzzer is also similar to theConFuzz.
But the difference between the ConFuzz and the dumb fuzzer can be found in the time
taken to find these dataraces. ConFuzz’s efficiency was in finding the first datarace
on the 19th second from the start of the fuzzing and the second datarace on the
20th second, while the dumb fuzzer could detect the first datarace only on the 43rd
second. The ConFuzz log shows more information about the time taken to detect the
concurrency issues by ConFuzz as well as the dumb fuzzer. Since the logic of the
dumb fuzzer is similar to ConFuzz, except for considering the ranking of the inputs
used for execution, we assume that this can be the reason for the similarities in the
number of concurrency issues detected and the basic blocks coverage over the time.
6.3 pixz-1.0.6
pixz is the parallel, indexing version of xz, which is another lossless compression
program. pixz automatically indexes tarballs during compression and uses all the
available CPU cores by default. Like the above candidates, the basic operation of
pixz also takes an input file and outputs a compressed file in .xz format. It also uses
pthread formultithreading, hencemaking it a right candidate for evaluatingConFuzz.
Experimentation
Since the source code of pixz is a little more complicated than the previous two
utilities, we have to pass the parameters to the configure script and use the—flto
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Table 1 Result summary Application Fuzzed time ConFuzz DumbFuzz
pbzip2 13 h 15 in 2.10 min 13 in 6 min
pigz 12+ hours 44 (1st in 20 s) 42 (1st in 43 s)
pixz 12+ hours 0 0
option alongwith llvm-gold plugin.We use ‘plugin-opt save-temps’ to create bitcode
of various module partitions. The generated bitcode files are used, after the ‘make’
command is called, to combine it with the bitcode file of printID to form the final
single bitcode file. This final bitcode file is then passed to the custom IR pass for
instrumentation and the output is converted to an executable. In the source code,
466 basic blocks were instrumented within the sliced path between different pthread
function call sites to the main function and 2731 basic blocks outside the sliced
paths. We have considered seed inputs of various sizes from 200 kb to 500 mb and
same ConFuzz configurations as the previous experiments of 1000 generations with
100 population size. pixz uses the available CPU cores by default and hence it does
not have to pass as parameter. We can set the number of blocks to be allocated for
the compression queue by setting the−q size parameter and change the size of each
compression block by setting the parameter ‘−f fraction’ [15].We have set the default
values (−q 1.3*cores + 2, rounded up and −f 2.0)1.
Results
We fuzzed pixz with ConFuzz for more than 12 h and the ConFuzz log reported
coverage of 41% of basic blocks from the sliced paths and 21.7% of basic blocks
from the non-sliced paths. But, unfortunately, ConFuzz could not trigger any TSAN
warnings for concurrency issues.Wecompared the resultswith our own-implemented
dumb fuzzer and as expected, dumb fuzzer also did not trigger any TSAN warnings.
Table 1 summarizes the evaluation results of the ConFuzz fuzzing on the three
applications. It showcases the efficiency ofConFuzz onDumbFuzzwith respect to the
time taken to detect concurrency issues in each application. The overall results also
point to the fact that after some time of fuzzing, it stops detecting unique concurrency
issues.
7 Discussion
We considered many multi-threaded applications including libav [16], vlc player
[17], ffmpeg [18], and ImageMagick [19] and all these applications including the
ones we considered for evaluation, threw TSAN warnings for concurrency issues
even upon execution with thread sanitizer instrumented. Hence fuzzing was not
needed for these to find concurrency issues. That is when we decided to fuzz these
applications to find even deeper concurrency issues, which would not be detected in a
simple run. But due to the design constraints of ConFuzz, many of these applications
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could not be instrumented with our custom IR pass, only the above mentioned three
applications could be done. It is easier to generate bitcode files of the applications
for instrumentation, which do not have any dependencies and have a straightforward
way of building the source code. Thesemethods vary from application to application.
One of the challenges we faced while searching for an appropriate application for
the evaluation of ConFuzz was that almost all the applications already had concur-
rency issues and the thread sanitizer threwTSANwarnings due to concurrency issues.
So there was no requirement to fuzz the application to find out a new concurrency
issue.
The major challenge we encountered in finding a suitable application was to
convert all the source code files into respective bitcode formats and then combine all
the bitcode files into a single bitcode file, which can then be passed to the custom
IR pass for instrumentation. Every application has its own method of building the
source code and creating the executable.Also the applicationswill have dependencies
on other libraries, statically and dynamically, which have to be considered while
generating bitcode files of the source code. Again, it should also be verified that all
the bitcode files generated from the source code files have to be combined into one
single bitcode file and then be able to generate the executable from that single bitcode
file by linking the respective binaries. We have to consider only those applications
which have one single executable generated at the end of building the source code.
For example, ImageMagick version 6 generatedmultiple utility executables and each
executable has some common and some specific object files to be combined while
generating the executable. This was really difficult to figure out from the source code
Makefile and such applications are not suitable for the current design of ConFuzz.
Similarly, ImageMagick links with some object files dynamically, which also is a
scenario that cannot be accommodated with ConFuzz’s current design.
Another roadblock we faced during evaluating the ConFuzz was finding a fuzzer
with which we could compare our results. Initially, we considered AFL-fuzz to
compare the crashes it could find against the unique concurrency issues ConFuzz
could find. But there were many factors, which made that infeasible. First of all
AFL-fuzz is more of a general fuzzer and ConFuzz is a specific purpose fuzzer. The
crashes that AFL reports may not be related to concurrency issues and requires more
analysis of the detailed report to figure out. Also, AFL can throw multiple TSAN
warnings from the same address and report as unique crashes, which complicates
the comparison. As of now, as per the AFL team, AFL does not support thread
sanitizer, even though it supports address sanitizer (ASAN) and memory sanitizer
(MSAN). But the AFL source code can be tweaked a little bit to add support for
thread sanitizer (TSAN) as well. Even though we made these changes, it was not
reliable, as AFL does not report TSANwarnings all the time. Also, AFL is at its best
when the seed input size is less than 1 KB and it does not run if we add seed inputs
of bigger size. This can also be tweaked in the AFL’s config file to support bigger
sized inputs, but the AFL’s efficiency could be compromised. Sometimes AFL does
not run with bigger seed inputs and simply crashes. Hence we decided to simulate
the basic fuzzing technique of AFL in our own implementation of the dumb fuzzer
and compare the results with those of the ConFuzz.
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8 Related Works
We reviewed some of the existing works done and its advantages and disadvantages.
We will discuss these and how our design and implementation differ from them.
8.1 Concurrency Bug Detection
With the increase in demand for speed and efficiency of the computing systems
in this fast-growing world, parallel programming and multithreading have become
prevalent. With these arise the problem of concurrency (shared memory accesses
without proper synchronization among threads) and such programs can lead to very
severe consequences like memory corruption, wrong outputs and program crashes
[4]. Worse, a prior study [6] showed that many real-world concurrency bugs can lead
to concurrency attacks: once a concurrency bug is triggered, attackers can leverage
the memory corrupted by this bug to construct various violations, including priv-
ilege escalations [20, 21], malicious code injections [22], and bypassing security
authentications [23–25].
The detection of these bugs in concurrency programs is very difficult as they are
non-deterministic in nature. There were many approaches in the recent past towards
this direction of detecting concurrency bugs [26–35], their diagnosis [36–40] and
correction [41–44]. Some of these approaches are targeted towards a specific type of
application like .Net based [27] or JAVAbased [45] and approaches like that of Eraser
[26], RacerX [28], RaceMob [34] and even Helgrind [46], the race detector of Val-
grind, uses lockset algorithm to record locks and analyze the programs based on these
locksets. ConMem [32] targets only those bugs which crashes the program. Unlike
these, there are other approaches that make use of hardware to detect concurrency
bugs [47, 48]. Most of the other approaches tackle the problem of non-determinism
of concurrency bugs by changing the thread schedulers (Eg. NeedlePoint [35] and
Concuerror [49]). Since the concurrency bugs are caused due to inappropriate thread
interleavings, manually controlling the schedulers was obviously a solution to repro-
duce them. The backward approach of ConSeq [31] in the bugs life cycle is similar
to that of ConFuzzs except that ConSeq deals with binaries and not source code.
ConSeq finds the error sites, like an assert call, within the binary and tries to con-
nect critical memory read instructions to these error sites. But in the end, ConSeq
detects alternative interleavings from a correct run of the program and then tries out
these suspicious interleavings by perturbing the programs re-execution. But these
approaches ignore the possibility of an external input triggering a concurrency bug.
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8.2 Fuzzing
Fuzzing has been used to test softwares from 1990 [50] and since then there
were many methods discovered to fuzz applications. Even though it started as a
vulnerability-testing tool, it has become a common method for testing all kinds of
bugs in various applications. It started with randomly generating inputs and mutating
valid inputs to create new ones. This is known as Traditional fuzzing. Traditional
fuzzing is very simple and easy to implement but may generate more number of
invalid inputs than the number of inputs of interest and the huge set of inputs gener-
ated may trigger the same bug. Blackbox fuzzers like Spike [51] and FileFuzz [52]
uses such methods and is good only to find shallow bugs and have less probability of
penetrating deep into the application. Whitebox fuzzers like BuzzFuzz [53] tries to
overcome the drawbacks of blackbox fuzzers by accessing the internal working and
design of the applications. Methods like dynamic taint analysis at the source code
level are used for this purpose. Greybox fuzzing is another classification of fuzzers
that uses different dynamic and static analysis with no access to source code to under-
stand the working and design of the application to be tested. Fuzzers like Mayhem
[54] employs techniques like symbolic/concolic execution to analyze the application.
These techniques help in generating valid inputs that can penetrate deeper into the
applications’ control flow to trigger bugs. Apart from these general classifications
of fuzzers, there is another way of fuzzing application known as Directed Fuzzing.
Dowser [55] uses this approach with the help of static analysis to detect the regions
with probable buffer overflows and the inputs are tainted and traced to find regions
that process the inputs, which are considered as probable regions that can lead to a
crash. AFL-Fuzz [56] is also instrumentation guided fuzzer that uses the compiler to
instrument the code being fuzzed and mutate the inputs to explore all the code paths.
It makes use of a feedback loop to retain inputs that contribute to a new execution
path and mutate other inputs for better coverage. Symbolic execution is used to get
information on what offsets to mutate and with what value [57]. But it does not
scale well with large projects. VUzzer [8] overcomes these pitfalls by using the con-
trol flow features to prioritize interesting execution paths and the dataflow features
to decide which part of inputs to be mutated to explore new execution paths. This
makes VUzzer fast, scalable and can penetrate deep into the program code to detect
bugs.
8.3 Other Techniques
There were enormous researches on defense techniques for sequential programs like
taint tracking, anomaly detection and static analysis. But most of these techniques
or tools can be weakened or even bypassed [6] with the implementation of multi-
threading. There are already many static vulnerability detection techniques [58–63].
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Some of them target general programs and some others focus on specific behav-
iors in specific programs for scalability and accuracy. The vulnerability detection
approaches for general programs are not sufficient to cope with concurrency bugs
and the concurrency attacks that follow [64]. Similarly, the approaches that focus
on specific behaviors in specific programs check web application logics, android
applications, cross-checking security APIs, verifying the Linux security module,
etc. These approaches are complimentary to ConFuzz and can be further used in
improving the efficiency of detecting concurrency bugs.
9 Conclusion
In this paper, we try to explore the possibilities of detecting concurrency issues by
fuzzing the application.Weuse the static analysis of the source code of the application
along with the Thread sanitizer present in the LLVM compiler framework. The paper
looks at a design to use fuzzing techniques in detecting the vulnerable memory
locations with the possibility of concurrency issues. The design aims to leverage the
information from the source code analysis about the executions paths and the thread
related function call sites to rank the inputs and use the high ranked inputs to trigger
thread sanitizer warnings.
We gained insights into the design of thread sanitizer and its working during this
research. We designed a custom LLVM pass to find all the execution paths from
various thread function call sites to the main function and rank the basic blocks
between them. This pass also helped in calculating the total rank of input after
its execution. This information is used in fuzzing to prioritize inputs for the next
generations. The unique TSAN warnings are calculated by reading the memory
locations in the TSAN warning messages.
There were numerous implementation difficulties during the research into the
approach presented, with regards to source-level instrumentation. It was not easy to
convert all the source code files into bitcodes especially when the application was
really huge and there were dependencies with static and dynamic binaries. It was also
difficult to find suitable applications to fuzz using this approach, as the application
should be multi-threaded and small enough as to easily instrument. The input sizes
were also a constraint as most of the parallel processing in these multi-threaded
applications are triggered only when the input size is above a threshold and it is not
suitable to fuzz with large sized inputs.
WeevaluatedConFuzzon three different open source applications, namelypbzip2,
pigz, and pixz. All three applications were fuzzed with around 1000 generation for
more than 12 h. The output showed that the fuzzer reached its maximum coverage
after numerous generations and then the coverage of the basic blocks within the
sliced paths remained almost constant. It recorded many TSAN warnings during
these runs and unique TSAN warnings were identified. The inputs that triggered
unique warnings were separately stored in a different folder, which can be used for
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further analysis. The results from the evaluation show a potential in the approach if
we can fine-tune it a little more and the discussed implementation constraints worked
out.
10 Future Works
ConFuzz fuzzes the multi-threaded applications to detect possible memory locations
where concurrency bugs can happen. Even though it operates under a number of
constraints, there holds tremendous scope for improvement at the design as well as
implementation levels. We can use DFSan [65] available in the LLVM framework
to compute the taint dependency of the memory accesses made by the target calls,
detected during the static analysis of the source code, and mutate those bytes to
check if they trigger TSAN warnings. As per our current design, we are monitoring
only a few target calls (thread function call sites). Instead, we can design the current
system tomonitor thememory accessesmade between a pair of calls, say lock/unlock
function calls. A static analysis can also be performed to find other basic blocks that
access these memory locations. From the newfound set of basic blocks, we can do
similar slicing and weigh the sliced paths, so that we can use them in the fuzzing
strategy to rank the inputs. We can also use DFSan to compute the taint dependency
of the calculated slices and mutate the inputs at those offsets to drive the input
generation. We can also make use of the OWL [64] application to verify if we can
actually carry out a concurrency attack on the detected vulnerable memory locations.
The access to source code provides us with a number of possibilities to improve
on and the above-mentioned ones are just a few of them. The many existing as well
as developing tools within the LLVM framework can also be put to use to further
explore the possibilities of improving ConFuzz.
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